March 16th, 2020

ORIENT adds ten new models to its Contemporary Collection.
A refined and simple design to appeal to all ages
ORIENT announces ten new models in its Contemporary Collection. The additions include four
models with clear Arabic numerals and six with simple Roman numerals. Each model has a
three-hand time display, a date window, and a wide and highly legible dial. The clean and crisp
design makes them ideal for everyday use.
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The new Contemporary models all include ORIENT’s reliable and accurate in-house
manufactured automatic movement, which can be admired through the see-through caseback.
The overall design features a thin bezel, wide dial, and tapered sides to the case, for a slim
profile on the wrist. These subtle design features all contribute to a clean, simple and refined
appearance. The wearer can adjust the metal strap’s short pitch links and buckle to fit
comfortably.
The new models have two different specifications. Models with simple Arabic numerals have
sapphire crystal, applied Arabic numerals at the 12, 6, and 9 o’clock positions and bar indices,
for an elegant finish. The dial has a detailed circumferential pattern where the indices are
placed, with stamped stripes in the center giving a sense of depth. Models with simple, slender
Roman numerals have crystal glass, with bar indices, and a stylish sunburst pattern on the dial.
The Arabic numeral models are available in black, navy, and white dials with a metal bracelet.
The Roman numeral models offer black and ivory dials also with a metal bracelet, navy and
white dials with a metal bracelet as well as leather straps.

Arabic numeral models with sapphire crystal glass

RA-AC0J07S

RA-AC0J08B

RA-AC0J09L

RA-AC0J10S
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Roman numeral models with crystal glass

RA-AC0J01S

RA-AC0J04S

RA-AC0J02B

RA-AC0J05L

RA-AC0J03L

RA-AC0J06S

About ORIENT
Established in Japan in 1950, ORIENT is appreciated throughout the world for its high-quality
distinctive timepieces at affordable prices, combining its own in-house movements and original
designs with final finishing. ORIENT timepieces are not only suitable for everyday use, but also
admired and collected by watch connoisseurs throughout the world.
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― Product Specifications ―
Simple Arabic numeral models with sapphire crystal
Collection
Reference

Contemporary
RA-AC0J07S

RA-AC0J08B

RA-AC0J09L

RA-AC0J10S

Movement

Automatic (with hand winding) mechanical inhouse caliber F6722 made in Japan

Power reserve

40 hours

Accuracy

＋25 seconds ～－15 seconds per day

Case material
(colour)

Stainless steel
(yellow gold colour plated

Stainless steel

bezel)

Case size

42.4mm / thickness 11.2mm

Glass

Front: sapphire crystal glass, back: crystal glass
Stainless steel (SUS316L,
yellow gold colour plated) /

Strap

trifold deployant buckle
with push button / width

Stainless steel (SUS316L) /
trifold deployant buckle with push button / width 20mm

20mm

Colour of dial
Other features

White

Black

Navy

White

Water resistance to 5 bar, second hand hacking, 22 jewels, date, see-through exhibition
caseback

Simple Roman numeral models with crystal glass
Collection
Reference

Contemporary
RA-AC0J01S

RA-AC0J02B

RA-AC0J03L

RA-AC0J04S

RA-AC0J05L

RA-AC0J06S

Movement

Automatic (with hand winding) mechanical inhouse caliber F6722 made in Japan

Power reserve

40 hours

Accuracy

＋25 seconds ～－15 seconds per day
Stainless steel

Case material

(rose gold

(colour)

colour plated

Stainless steel

bezel)

Case size

42.4mm / thickness 11.7mm

Glass

Front: crystal glass, back: crystal glass

Strap
Colour of dial
Other features

Stainless steel (SUS316L) /

Leather / pin buckle /

trifold deployant buckle with push button / width 20mm

width 20mm

Ivory

Black

Navy

White

Navy

White

Water resistance to 5 bar, second hand hacking, 22 jewels, date, see-through exhibition
caseback
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